Pontiac solstice radio replacement

Honda City helped make these videos. The video above shows how to replace blown fuses in
the interior fuse box of your Pontiac Solstice in addition to the fuse panel diagram location.
Electrical components such as your map light, radio, heated seats, high beams, power windows
all have fuses and if they suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown
out. If your Solstice is experiencing electrical problems, you should always check the fuses
first, because they are relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some Pontiacs have
multiple interior fuse boxes including in the trunk - the video above will show you where the
interior fuse box of your Solstice is located. If your Solstice has many options like a sunroof,
navigation, heated seats, etc, the more fuses it has. Some components may have multiple fuses,
so make sure you check all of the fuses that are linked to the component in question. If you
need to replace a blown fuse in your Solstice, make sure you replace it with one that has the
same amperage as the blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for the component in
question doesn't work, we recommend seeking assistance from a trusted professional
mechanic. They should be able to figure out if the component needs to be replaced or if there is
a short or some other problem with your Solstice. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair
procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Car companies often use the same
engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two
different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the
most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed
may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how
to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Change
an engine fuse. If you have an electrical component that doesn't work, try replacing the fuse
first. Seal minor power steering fluid leaks. See how to seal up minor power steering fluid leaks.
Change a burnt out headlight. Avoid tickets and accidents with both working headlights! New
bulbs are much brighter too. Add antifreeze. Low coolant levels is all to common - top yours up
today. See all videos for the Pontiac Solstice. We have a massive and growing video library, but
we don't have everything If you have a problem with the part, changed your mind or the part
does not fit, simply let us know. If you need to return it please when you open the return please
choose the reason "I changed my mind". Since we offer free returns you will not be responsible
for returning it. We will send a label. For items shipped via LTL Freight. Our freight carrier
requires a commercial business address with a loading dock or forklift to unload the truck. Most
of our customers choose to ship directly to the shop that is installing their part as long as it is a
commercial business address. If you cannot provide a commercial business address, we can
deliver this part to a freight terminal for your pickup at no additional charge. Please contact us
first so that we can give you the location of your closest freight terminal. You will receive an
email with tracking information as soon as your part ships. Please allow business days for your
part to arrive. For over 20 years, Assured Auto Parts has been offering our customers high
quality OEM recycled parts at the lowest prices. Customer service is important to us and we
treat you like it. With our nationwide parts search service, we are your one stop part destination.
We specialize in all makes and models of cars and trucks from model year and up. We offer
quality tested auto parts. We also offer the best warranty program in the industry. Our
knowledgeable staff is available to assist you with friendly service. We answer all questions
promptly during normal business hours. Our main contact method is by eBay Messages. We try
to answer all messages within 24 hours. If we are unable to answer your questions before the
listing ends the item will be re-listed again soon for you to purchase. Welcome to our eBay
Store! My stereo switches to aux mode when I hit a bump while driving. I do not have an aux
connection in the car so how do I get rid of this? Or how do I install an aux so that I can
connect? I am sometimes unable to get it back to radio or CD mode because of this. Hi, thanks
for writing in. It sounds like there could be a connection issue, an issue with your stereos
electrical system, or a faulty stereo. First, I would remove the stereo and check all connections
to verify that everything is plugged in. If this is not the issue, I would recommend having a
qualified technician inspect the rest of the electrical system. If nothing in the stereos electrical
system seems to be causing the problem, the technician may suggest you have a faulty stereo,
and it will need to be replaced. Once the technician determines the issue, he may also be able to
help you install an auxiliary adapter, so that you may use its functionality. Q: Auxiliary mode on
stereo asked by Marco S. Thank you in advance for any assistance you can provide. My car has
miles. My car has an automatic transmission. Andrew Quinn Automotive Mechanic. The
statements expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be independently
verified. Please see our terms of service for more details. Home Questions. What others are
asking My engine makes a humming noise that sounds sort of computerized, and may be power

steering or transmission related. Hi there. The noise that you are hearing could be the power
steering pump whining, the alternator bearing failing, or the transmission gear train has too
much gear lash. Check the engine to see if there are any noises when Read more. I use my turn
signal and my brights come on Hi and thanks for contacting YourMechanic. Your turn signal
and high beams are working on the same switch. If you push the switch up and down, it
activates the turn signals. If you move the switch in towards you, it Rough Idle After Engine has
Heated up. Check the engine oil pressure. When the oil is cold, it is thick and when its warm its
thinned out. If the oil pressure drops lower than 25 psi, then the variable valve timing solenoids
will not work Good morning Patrick, I have a Pontiac torrent. It refuses to accelerate and when u
try to give full acceleration, it starts Your computer is trying to protest the motor by going into
failure mode and limiting the throttle opening. The overheating is the cause of the problem. You
need to have the cooling system checked to see if there are any My car is still dying out after
replacing the alternator and battery Remove the negative battery cable from the battery. Get a
digital meter and check the voltage from the battery terminal and the battery cable without
having the cable touching the terminal. If there is something on in the vehicle with The issue
you are having with your radio is a common problem with Chrysler radios of that era. Chrysler
is aware of the problem and released a TSB regarding the radio not working. TSB 08 - - My car
idles rough at stop lights. There are a couple of things that may cause this situation. A clogged
engine air filter or dirty throttle body may not allow the proper amount of air to flow while the
engine is idling and cause a low, rough My ABS and brake light are on, but brakes are working.
Your car is equipped with wheel speed sensors at each of the four wheels which monitor wheel
speed while relaying this information constantly to the ABS and traction control system which
are controlled by the car's ECU. When the ECU Transmission An appropriate diagnostic to
resolve your issue is a failure to shift inspection. Of course, first check your transmission's
fluid level and condition. A really low fluid level can cause shift difficulties. Typically, if a
transmission fails to automatically shift Related articles. One way to enhance the experience is
with Ever-popular with law enforcement for whom models continued in production through ,
and senior citizens, the Browse other content. Electric Problems Inspection. Video of RGP
Unboxing Video for RGP Authorized Rockville Dealer! The touch screen surface makes
navigating the menu items fast and. The status bar is always displayed with fixed home and
back buttons making it easy to navigate from and to any screen. Our GUI is not the standard
Chinese one from other cheap brands. Rockville had one of the best designers in the car audio
industry design the GUI from scratch. The interface was designed in the USA in Rockville
headquarters! Everything from Bluetooth to the radio to DVD navigation is designed in a user
friendly way. It includes maps of United States, Canada, and Mexico. The navigation is loaded
with tons of Points of interests. There are 2D and 3D map views along with a simple turn by turn
instruction option. Entering destinations is really easy. You can enter in recent addresses, new
addresses, POIs, and more. If you manage to still miss a turn, the navigation will automatically
re-route you. Bluetooth integration allows you to make and receive hands free phone calls
directly on the receiver. Our Bluetooth technology is the latest on the market. It supports recent
calls, phonebook, and more. The receiver will display album title, song title, and artist names.
The receiver will also charge your iPhone when connected to the USB. Displays album title,
song title, and artist as well as album art when available. Rear View Camera Input This unit
supports rear view camera input. When you shift your vehicle into reverse the back-up camera
will automatically activate and you are able to see what is behind your vehicle. Guidance
markers allow you to gauge how close you are to any objects as you back up. Sound
Customization Customize the sound of your music with a 7 band graphic equalizer and 6
presets flat, classic, rock, jazz, pop, custom. This receiver will make your speakers super loud
without having to purchase any additional external amps! The RMS power of the amp is 18 x 4
which is the same as the other leading brands in the industry. Selectable Wallpaper and
Backgrounds You can customize the unit from a selection of background wallpaper patterns or
pictures which you can upload through USB. The pre-amp outputs allow you to hook up
external amps for your speakers without needing to purchase additional accessories. Since this
has 3 sets of pre-amps you can hook up multiple amplifiers. This has front, rear, and sub
pre-amp outputs so you can amplify all your interior speakers, and add a subwoofer amplifier.
This receiver utilizes 5V - preamp outputs. Since this has 5 Volt preamp outputs you will get
more power out of your external amplifiers due to the high voltage signal. Connect them to the 2
channel RCA output so your back seat passengers take advantage of all the receiver has to
offer as well. This receiver has this function built in along with an easy to use set-up menu that
you program to connect to your steering wheel controls. No accessories required! Full One Year
Rockville Warranty Built to last with a Rockville 1 Year warranty, see below Rockville's rigorous
quality control standards and what makes Rockville an industry leader! The Rockville

Difference: Whenever you see the Rockville shield on a product you know that it has the stamp
of approval. While other companies simply import products from China, Rockville manufactures
the products in China to lower your cost but do so under American style supervision and
quality standards to get you that USA quality that you want! Using this interface will retain full
functionality of the Onstar system as well as all safety and warning chimes. This interface has
the capability of adjusting chime and Onstar volumes as well. X WAIT! Yes please! Rating
Required Select Rating 1 star worst 2 stars 3 stars average 4 stars 5 stars best. Email Required.
Review Subject Required. Comments Required. Bundle: Yes. Current Stock:. Enter your email
address to be notified when this item is back in stock. Please enter a valid email address. Thank
you! FREE Shipping. Call for Expert Advice Call now: Quick view Out of stock. Treat your
Pontiac Solstice to a new set of premium logo embroidered floor mats from Lloyd. Available
with custom embroidery and b These Custom Fit Seat Covers for your Pontiac Solstice are very
affordable and take less than 30 minutes to install. They are mad A 9 foot cable is includ These
are custom fit covers specifically desi Coverking's new officially licensed custom fit seat covers
for the ultimate fan - transform your Pontiac Solstice interior. Show your school Velourtex Mats
start with the same yarn as Lloyd's Ultimat, but in a lighter, more economical face weight. An
outstanding value and popular Airaid offers a Filter Tune-up kit to go along with any Airaid air
filter. Kit includes one 6. Set your car apart from the crowd with this truly unique and custom
made set of door sills. Available with multiple lighting colors to MagnaFlow Exhaust for Pontiac
Solstice. MagnaFlow's Performance Exhaust systems are rugged, reliable, built to last, and their
legendary straight-through, wide-open, stainless stee Born on the track and raised for the
street, KW is Europe's leading supplier of suspension systems. With four product lines, KW
covers all Billy Boat Performance Exhausts alter the typical relationship of intake and exhaust
to produce a remarkably precise vehicle response and gi These premium, high performance,
ultra-low dust, low noise compound Hawk Performance Ceramic brake pads are engineered to
reduce brake noise Neatly stow your iPod Locking Lug Nuts - Solstice, Sky. Help deter thieves
from taking the wheels off your vehicle with this wheel lock kit, featuring a unique key.
Application: Ponti Designed and tested by GM Performance Parts, this Performance Suspension
Package includes larger front and rear sway bars, re-valved shock d Lowers the ride height of
vehicle for maximum handling performance. Engineered and tested by GM Performance Parts.
Includes four shocks with Put an aggressive growl in the exhaust note of your Solstice with this
custom-built cat-back performance exhaust system for use with 2. Built for performance and
show, the Typhoon Air Intake System is a free-flowing mandrel-bent aluminum tube induction
system designed to fit Designed to pick up cool, fresh air from the high-pressure air stream in
front of your engine's radiator, the Cold Air Induction System's cu Ultimate Wash and Detail
Bucket. It also doubles as an excellent install Putco Nova LED Bulbs will give a splash of color
to your dull factory tail, brake, side marker, turn signal, and reverse brake lights. PowerCone
expands Mothers PowerBall line to offer the widest range of polishing possibilities. It makes
quick work of any uncoated, polishab Putco premium LED bulbs will give a splash of color to
your dull factory tail, brake, side marker, turn signal, and reverse brake lights. Mothers Power
Ball Mini Kit. The PowerBall Mini takes your intricate, hard to reach, tedious polishing jobs and
makes them easy. It retains the PowerBall's signature sp Unlike cheap off-shore exhaust tips
made of mild steel that will rust through, our tips are made of T stainless steel and will last the l
Mothers Power Ball Kit. The Mothers PowerBall is the first foam polishing tool designed to
revitalize billet, diamond plate, polished aluminum, stainless steel, pla Streamline Seat Heater
Kit. Our seat heaters will warm your seats quickly and safely! After starting your vehicle on a
cold winter morning, simply switch on your seat h Classic Ultra Lite race inspired styling with
silver dials and bezels, bright red LED digital display and E-Z view digital system for enhanc
Classic Sport Comp race inspired styling with black dials and black bezels for a stealthy look.
Auto Meter Cobalt Digital Gauges. Bright blu Auto Meter ecometer The ecometer by Auto Meter
is a fuel consumption eco-gauge that helps drivers visually monitor how their driving style
impacts their vehicle The next generation of Auto Meter's legendary Sport-Comp series has
arrived! Sport-Comp II represents the latest evolution of the race prove Auto Meter Ultra-Lite II
gauges are a revolutionary improvement to the classic silver faced design favored by
professional racers around the Auto Meter C2 Gauges. Auto Meter C2 gauges are created using
race proven Auto Meter components. Superior lighting technology, providing at-a-glance
readings day o Auto Meter NV Gauges. Auto Meter Phantom II gauges are a revolutionary
redesign of the incredibly popular white-faced Phantom series. Created using race proven Au
Motive Products Catch Bottle. Spilling brake fluid all over the ground or on your expensive
wheels is a thing of the past! Our bleeder bottles feature a stainless lanya The Zex Nitrous
System, also called nitrous oxide, NOS, and various other similar terms, contains patented
technology and uses bottle pressu Auto Meter Cobalt Gauges. Auto Meter Sport-Comp Gauges.

Now you can bleed hydraulic braking and clutch systems like the pros with a Motive Products
brand Power Brake Bleeder. This unit operates j Mothers knows best when it comes to caring
for your treasured ride. If you want to pick up a dead simple kit that contains just about every
Auto Meter Ultra-Lite Gauges. NOTE: Gauges have a silver face. The photos provided by Auto
Meter look white on some monitors, but they are, in fact, silver on the gauge Spacer Mesh is one
of the coolest and most comfortable seat cover fabrics available for your Pontiac Solstice. It is
an extremely porous fab The novelty plate shield is an unbreakable po Military Logo Seat
Towels. Excellent easy on, easy off car seat protection - these car seat towels are a great, quick
solution to protecting your seats from wear and Factory Style and Custom Spoiler for Solstice.
This Solstice factory style spoiler is made from ABS plastic just like the factory models, but for
less than half the price. With the spoil PIAA's Super Silicone Wiper blade outperforms every
other blade currently on the market and are available in a black finish. Click here Auto Meter Z
Series Gauges. The Z-series line of instruments include a black bezel design similar in shape to
the unique design originally introduced in the Sport-Comp Not only will your car get A quantity
of 1 is for one wiper blade. Please add the correct size to your cart, then click Continue
Shopping to come back to this page AeroForce Sensor Kits. Contains everything you need to
control a 12v 40A relay included via the annunciator function of the gauge. Kit includes
necessary wiring Racing Pedals for Solstice and Sky. The Absorber Chamois. The absorber is a
little miracle. More absorbent than a towel, less expensive than a chamois, and professionally
proven to dry without scrat Auto Meter Phantom Gauges. All mechanical gauges feature an air
core meter movement for accuracy So you store your pride and joy thru the cold winter months.
Wouldn't you want to know how the battery is doing during that time. Well here Quick Time Oval
Turn Down. Fits 2. Power Slot Slotted Brake Rotors. When you need a little more stopping
power, our Power Slot High Performance slotted brake rotor discs offer better heat and gas
dissipation. Hedman Hedders offers these T Stainless Steel tips with dual 3 inch outlets and a 2.
Taylor Space Age Boot Protectors. If you are no longer using factory spark plug cables and the
factory heat shields, and you have a supercharged engine or other high-heat pro Auto Meter
Angle Rings. A quantity of one will get you three angle Licensed Collegiate Bucket Seat Covers.
Wrap your vehicl The transmitter is no Accurate hand held 60 PSI Gauge. Retains the last
measurement until the pressure is released. Patented design assures accuracy and durabilit
The kit includes Filtercharge Auto Meter Carbon Fiber Gauges. All gauges feature a combination
of Ca Looking for the finishing touch to set off your set of custom Auto Meter gauges? Try a set
of new colored LED replacement bulbs! New technol This oval-shaped, low profile,
electronically controlled SINGLE exhaust cutout means full control of your exhaust sound from
the comfort a Cushioned Seat Belt Pads. Do your seat belts rub on your shoulders or ribs and
get uncomfortable? If so, our shoulder belt pad is made from velour fabric to provide Corvette
Lugnut Wheel Brush. The lug nut brush fits You don't have to worry if it's the right size, color or
model year, a PFYC Gift Certificate will guarantee a smile on the face of any car o License Plate
Frame and Bubble Shield. These frames come with a clear, bubble novelty plate shield to
protect your license plate. The shield is acrylic with a UV resistant stabili Quick Time Electric
Exhaust Cutout. Have you ever wanted to have your exhaust system to purr quietly at times, the
Have LED light at your fingertips at all times! This anodized aluminum flashlight will always be
charged when you need it. The rechargeabl Car and Automotive Logo Seat Towels. Excellent
easy on, easy off car seat protection - these car seat towels are a great, quick solution to
protecting your seats from wear and d Made in the USA of the highest quality materials! After
starting your vehicle o X-Pel Invisible Headlamp Protection. Never break an expensive headlight
or fog light again! Xpel makes the best headlight protection kits on the market. With the average
cost Custom Fit Sun Shade. NOTE: If you don't see your car listed, please click here for our
expanded page. If you still don't see it there, ask us! These true C Custom Fit Dash Covers. Our
dashboard covers protect and beautify the dashboard of your vehicle. Your dash receives more
exposure to the elements of weather sun, U These key fobs are designed to replace your
current, boring
2013 ford escape owners manual pdf
96 integra ls
oil filter for 2009 toyota corolla
factory remotes. These new fobs are vibrant and exciting. Installation is ex Wheelskins Leather
Steering Wheel Covers. They are individually hand-crafted in California Introducing the cure for
the common curb, the Curb Alert. Front end damage when parking is a very real problem for
many cars on the road tod This low profile, oval-shaped, electronically controlled dual exhaust
cutout means full control of your exhaust sound from the comfort and These chrome-plated
ABS plastic letters allow easy customization of your vehicle's badges or allow you to

personalize your vehicle to your o Below you'll find a sample of our Solstice Parts and
Accessories that are currently on sale. For more sale items, click the Solstice Parts on Sale
Now! Current Specials. Exterior Accessories. Interior Accessories. Other Stuff. Protect It.
Suspension and Brakes. Under the Hood. Prev 1 2 Next. Quickview Buy Now. Join Our
Newsletter Receive the latest news on new promotions, exclusive offers, and new arrivals.

